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About ParkEyes



Recognized as an
industry leader by our 
worldwide clients.

A technology company that started its 
business in the field of LPR, developing 
solutions to provide traffic management, 
parking, access control and high security 
solutions since 2002



Recognized as an
industry leader by our worldwide 
clients.

Installed in more than 300.000 parking 
spaces, being present in 
41 countries



Euronext Amsterdam Code: TWEKA

Recognized as an
industry leader by our worldwide 
clients.

Backed by TKH Group:
$1.8+ billion company



The innovation hub for 
next-generation parking.

Elevating CX through 
smart infrastructure

Unparalleled data down to the bay

Business intelligence to
drive better decisions

Integrating technology for
future customer needs



Clients 
you may 

know

Esfera (Mexico) Santafe (Colombia) Mallplaza (Chile)

KLCC (Malaysia) Lagoh Shopping Centre (Spain) Designer Outlet Málaga (Spain)

Olympia Plzen (Czech Republic) Ikea Marseille (France) Place Vendome Mall (Qatar)

Doha Oasis (Qatar) Dubai Airport (UAE) King Khalid Airport (Saudi Arabia)



Game-changing Technologies



The evolution of PGS technology:

camera-based

data-driven + LPR 

sensor with a brain

robust data & live video

advanced tech 
remote monitoring

verified 99% accuracy

ultrasonic

binary yes/no  

occupancy only

rudimentary data

manual performance 
monitoring onsite

moderate accuracy, 
hard to verify

zonal system

binary yes/no 

occupancy only

rudimentary data  

manual performance 
monitoring onsite

low accuracy, 
needs manual resets



A camera-based parking 
guidance system

Each unit of 2 cameras and 1 LED 
controls up to 6 parking spaces, 3 per 
each side

24/7 video recording

Security anti-theft

Accident detection



Guidance

Variable Message Panels indicate the 
number of available spaces in 3 possible 
directions

Distinction between standard places and 
disabled/Special spaces



Guidance benefits

Better service for the customers

Optimal distribution of elements

Guidance system integrated with: Access 
Control, Parking Management systems, 
Lighting, CRM, among others



Wayfinding signage

Indoor and outdoor signaling

Unique LED Display for car park guidance 
with multi-message function

Can show up to 4 different alternating 
messages 

Made with RGB high brightness LEDs

7 configurable colors are available

Power over Ethernet (PoE)



Global video surveillance and 
video recording

The system performs 24 hours video-
recording of each parking space

It records any incident or event 
(theft, collisions, etc.)



Global video surveillance and video recording



Global video surveillance and video recording



Locate your car

The system indicates the exact place in 
which your car is parked by using the 
number plate or the parking ticket

You can see the way to your car

3D maps



Locate your car mobile app

Smartphone application to find your 
vehicle and view it in real time

Wide range of security levels, through 
Pay station or using key password, to 
avoid unwanted search of your car



Individual control of each 
parking space

The system allows to mark out different 
parking zones and set different fares for 
each of them

Penalties can be applied to vehicles in 
reserved parking spaces or vehicles 
parked in two spaces, it is possible to 
define groups of places for VIP clients, 
etc.



Network 
Diagram



ParkEyes reports

Powerful reporting tool with countless 
reports

Web based reporting tool

Parking usage reports, vehicles reports, 
data comparison occupation, etc.

iCloud backup

Excel exportation

Data access by Web SDK



Occupancy reports

Graphic reports with occupancy % 
by hours per day

Numerical reports: the reports generate 
a table using the numerical values of the 
report result

Weekly occupation per hour: It shows 
the evolution of the parking occupancy 
and rotation rate over 24h gathering 
information for weekdays.



Vehicles reports

Provide information on vehicles entering 
the parking, occupation range time, etc.

Main reports: 

• Top N: Provides list of vehicles that most visited 
the parking facility

• Top N by hour: Provides the list of vehicles that 
spent the most time in the parking during the 
selected period

• Average Stay: Provides different average times of 
the vehicle occupancy

• Stay greater than: List of vehicles that have been in 
the parking continuously more than a certain time



Comparison of 
periods report

This type of report provides the 
comparison of several periods of 
occupation dates

Study the success of advertising 
campaigns

Helps forecast the number of workers 
needed in a period of time



Transition’s report

This type of report provides detailed 
information about occupancy in each 
parking space, group of spaces, spaces 
per level, total spaces, etc.

The report differentiates the occupation 
and release of parking spaces

The filters of this report allow filter the 
transitions by area, license plate, parking 
spaces, date or type of transition



Elevating CX Across 
the Journey



E L E V A T I N G  C X  A C R O S S  T H E  J O U R N E Y

A seamless parker journey

Wayfinding  
signs on arrival

Interior  
directionals

Locate your car

on return

Smart-Sensor LEDs

signalingdrivers  to 
vacant bays

Reduced Time to Park
through data/

navigation synergy

App to find  
availability

Exit to roadway



Consultative approach yields better end results

Diagnosis Design Implementation Monitoring

Car park analysis, 
traffic flow challenges, 

attraction points, 
studies, site visits

Project writing, 
engineering, 
design of the 

guidance system, 
implementation 
plans, specific 
developments

Supply and delivery 
of equipment, 

installation 
assistance, training, 

commissioning 

On-site control, after-
sale service and 

maintenance 



Operator Benefits 
& Opportunities



Key Operator Benefits

Increase operator control

Drive expense out of operations

Boost revenues and profitability



Key Operator Benefits

Increase operator control

Drive expense out of operations

Boost revenues and profitability

Elevate the parker experience

Enhance security



Why ParkEyes?



Semiannual site reports verify
system health through video

analytics

Hardware support by national 
providers and preferred local

contractors

Ongoing support
across the entire 
system lifecycle

Direct support
worldwide for all

installations

Worldwide monitoring. Local support.



Future-proofed to deliver extended value.

Dynamic business intelligence
platform continues to evolve

Expandable/scalable to 
serve changing needs

New modules and enhancements are 
continually being released



Already proven. Always innovating.

Real-world proven
in 41 countries

Continuing focus on
next-gen offerings

Substantial resources and
unmatched expertise



The innovation hub for next-generation parking.


